
SUBMISSION FROM THE SHETLAND TIMES 
 
Key points: 
 

• Falling advertising revenues will hit local news coverage – including 
council reporting. 

• Weekly newspapers are vital to local democracy and community. 
• Public information notices on council websites puts them in the 

“public domain” – but fails to bring them to the attention of the 
public. 

• Regarding public information advertising as an optional spend is 
bad for local democracy. 

• Cross-subsidisation of news services with taxpayers’ money is 
pernicious, will lead to political interference and is unfair competition 
in the news gathering business. 

 
1. Like other Scottish newspapers The Shetland Times is facing a decline 

in advertising revenues. The eight month period to the end of November 
showed a 14 per cent drop on the same period last year and at the time 
of writing there does not appear to be any levelling off of the decline. 
This is perhaps rather better than the performance of other Scottish 
weeklies but may be a reflection that Shetland has been slower to suffer 
the effects of the recession.  

 
2. While the circulation of The Shetland Times has recently fallen slightly at 

11,000 copies in a population of around 22,000 it still amounts to 
saturation coverage. There is no better way of informing the Shetland 
public than using its columns either in the form of news or advertising.  

 
3. Circulation is maintained by professional reporting staff producing a 

quality news service that readers value and trust. This costs money – all 
of which comes from advertising and newspaper sales. However, there 
are pressures on maintaining sales caused by taxpayers’ subsidised 
(licence fee) competition in news coverage by the BBC local radio and 
web services. There are also several local internet based operations, 
some professional, many amateur, as well as the plain embarrassing, 
which provide some degree of coverage of island affairs.  

 
4. Nationally, no newspaper of which we are aware has yet created a 

viable, profitable, business model for its web activities and like others we 
watch with interest recent moves towards subscription services. Our own 
website – launched in 1996 and the first regional weekly on the internet 
– has to compete against many other news and community websites as 
well as the taxpayer funded BBC website. 

 
5. The Shetland Times newspaper is undoubtedly the main source of news 

for most of the island population. The proposed massive wind farm 
development and the continuing crisis in the management of Shetland 
Islands Council are among the vital local issues we have covered in 
recent months.  



 
6. A buoyant local paper, which is able to fund research and investigative 

journalism, is vital for local democracy. This is demonstrated weekly. For 
example take this newspaper’s recent opinion poll into local attitudes to 
the proposed wind farm which helped focus on the issues of most 
concern to the electorate. The cost of this was met from advertising and 
sales revenue and not from the taxpayers’ pocket. I believe it is 
important that the community continues to be served by an independent 
local press. 

 
7. No other news operations can provide this the level of local news 

coverage – from court reports to local drama and all the other community 
activities which hold the fabric of society together. With falling advertising 
revenues it is unlikely that The Shetland Times will be able to maintain 
its current staff of seven full-time journalists. The company has enforced 
a pay freeze and may not be able to maintain its current staffing levels 
without some improvement in advertising revenues. Obviously freelance 
services such as photographers and contributors will be the first to suffer 
and production costs and auxiliary services will also be affected – all to 
the detriment of our readers and the public in general.  

 
8. While advertising generally is suffering a downturn local authorities are 

reducing their spending – with jobs, planning and licensing notices being 
withdrawn and other public information advertising threatened also. This 
damages local democracy which relies on a well informed public to 
function.  

 
9. A significant proportion of the population do not have internet access 

and not all who do so are able to access it on a regular basis. Job 
adverts hidden away on a council website deny many potential 
applicants the chance to seek work. In addition, many people who are 
not actively job hunting see newspaper advertisements which may offer 
a promotion or change of direction. People are unlikely to “browse” 
regularly through a council website out of idle curiosity. Few actively 
search for public information notices in a council website whereas 
publication in the local paper is a sure-fire way of informing the public. 
Another example is licensing applications. At a time when there is great 
concern over alcohol consumption most of the population have no idea 
what licenses are being applied for in their local area. 

 
10. Seeing advertising as simply a cost or an optional spend is only valid if 

no account is taken of the benefit, the public good, of having a well-
informed community. The removal of planning notices takes away the 
right of people to know what developments are taking place in their 
community. The argument that a public notice, placed in the “public 
domain” on a council website has been brought to the attention of the 
public is nonsense. It takes a deliberate effort to find and read – a 
function which a local newspaper provides extremely well. 

 



11. One might say that this claim is special pleading by the newspaper 
industry as the financial benefit of public information advertising to 
newspapers and their proprietors is significant. This is true, but it is also 
the case that the money spent by councils also leads to better news 
coverage of local affairs including council business. It helps local 
newspapers maintain properly staffed news organisations. As such, 
council spending on public information advertising in newspapers is a 
double hit; in itself it informs the public whilst helping newspapers to 
properly report local issues. 

 
12. If the Scottish Government values the contribution of the local 

newspaper industry to fostering interest and participation in the 
democratic functions of local and national government it must ensure 
that its decisions are made in full understanding of the contribution of the 
press to community affairs and the need to foster a profitable and 
dynamic industry.  

 
13. The press does not need special treatment but recognition of its 

contribution to local communities and freedom from competition from 
taxpayer funded news organisations. 

 


